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Abstract. Complex real-world systems can accurately be modeled by simulations. Evaluating
high-delity simulators can take several days, making them impractical for use in optimization, de-
sign space exploration and analysis. Often, these simulators are approximated by relatively simple
math known as a surrogate model. The data points to construct this model are simulator evaluations
meaning the choice of these points is crucial: each additional data point can be very expensive in
terms of computing time. Sequential design strategies oer a huge advantage over one-shot experi-
mental design because information gathered from previous data points can be used in the process of
determining new data points. Previously, LOLA-Voronoi was presented as a hybrid sequential de-
sign method which balances exploration and exploitation: the former involves selecting data points
in unexplored regions of the design space, while the latter suggests adding data points in interesting
regions which were previously discovered. Although this approach is very successful in terms of the
required number of data points to build an accurate surrogate model, it is computationally intensive.
This paper presents a new approach to the exploitation component of the algorithm based on Fuzzy
logic. The new approach has the same desirable properties of the old method but is less complex,
especially when applied to high-dimensional problems. Experiments on several test problems show
the new approach is a lot faster, without losing robustness or requiring additional samples to obtain
similar model accuracy.
Key words. sequential design, active learning, high-dimensional, experimental design, fuzzy
inference systems
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1. Introduction. To avoid many real-life experiments and countless prototypes,
modern engineering problems rely heavily on highly accurate computer simulations
to reduce costs, time and (potentially) risks. The simulations are used to help the
engineer understand the relation between inputs and the outputs of the system, and
to identify interesting regions in the design space.
The downside of using high-accuracy simulations is that one simulation of a com-
plex system with several inputs (commonly referred to as variables), and outputs
(also called responses) can be very expensive in terms of computation time [18, 14].
These lengthy or expensive computations often make it impractical to use simulations
directly for design exploration and gaining insight in the complex system behaviour.
Most optimization algorithms require many simulations in the search space which
makes optimization a computationally expensive task.
An extra abstraction layer can be used to expedite the process. The simula-
tor (which approximates the real world) is approximated by surrogate models (also
known as response surface models or meta-models). These computationally cheap
replacement models can be used to analyse or optimize of the complex system while
minimizing the required number of expensive simulations. For this study, we make two
assumptions: the simulator is deterministic which means that running the simulation
twice with the same input parameters always produces the same results. Secondly,
the complex system is treated as a gray or black box (little or nothing is known about
the inner working of the system).
This research has been supported by the Fund for Scientic Research in Flanders (FWO-
Vlaanderen). Ivo Couckuyt and Dirk Deschrijver are post-doctoral research fellows of the Research
Foundation Flanders (FWO).
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Surrogate models can be used for optimization: in this context a local surrogate
model is constructed to guide an optimization algorithm towards an optimum. Af-
terwards, the model is no longer of use and discarded. This is not the case in global
surrogate modeling, which aims to construct a model that approximates the behaviour
of the system over the entire domain. This surrogate model can afterwards be used
instead of the expensive simulator.
The simulator can be dened as an unknown function f : Rd ! C, which maps a
d-dimensional input vector of real inputs to a possibly complex output. This function
is sampled at a discrete set of data N points: P = fp1;p2; :::;pN g. These data points
(called the experimental design) are evaluated by the simulator and their responses
are denoted as F = f f(p1); f(p2); :::; f(pN ) g. Based on this information a surrogate
model ~f is chosen from a set of candidate approximation functions. This choice is usu-
ally guided by predened quality criteria (such as cross-validation). Since acquiring
the responses is computationally expensive but necessary to build an accurate surro-
gate model, the goal is to keep the set P as small as possible while still obtaining good
accuracy. The choice of the data points in P is of crucial importance for constructing
an accurate surrogate model with a reduced amount of points. Intuitively, the data
points should be spread over the domain in such a way they capture a maximum
amount of information on the behaviour of f . Since f is considered to be a black box,
this is a dicult task.
The LOLA-Voronoi algorithm [8, 7], an earlier proposed hybrid iterative scheme
that distributes the points to cover the design space and distributes the data density
proportional to the non-linearity of f has proven to be very useful in several studies in
several elds: [1, 10, 28, 23, 2, 11, 27]. Non-linear regions are more dicult to model,
so the additional data points in these regions greatly help the search for a good
approximation ~f . The algorithm combines an approach that estimates the gradient
in the data points (based on a LOcal Linear Approximation - LOLA), and a Voronoi
space-lling approach. The downside of the LOLA algorithm is that it becomes very
computationally demanding for high-dimensional design spaces. In this paper we
propose a new fuzzy based approach to overcome this issue. This approach can
replace LOLA without further modications to the concept of LOLA-Voronoi.
2. Sequential design. The selection of data points can be determined by means
of a one-shot approach: all points are chosen at once and simulated. This data is
given to the modeling algorithm and a surrogate model is constructed. The locations
of the points in the design space is called the Design of Experiments (DoE). One-shot
designs of computer experiments are usually space-lling meaning they try to cover
the domain as equally as possible. Examples are (maximin) Latin Hypercubes [24]
and fractional designs [25].
Sequential designs turn the one-shot approach into an iterative process. The
data acquired and/or the constructed models from previous iterations are analysed
in order to intelligently select locations for new data points. These additional points
are evaluated and usually new models are constructed. Sequential design has two
important benets over one-shot designs: rst of all it is impossible to have too few
or too many points: the iterative process it halted when the objectives are reached
(i.e., the surrogate model meets the predened accuracy goals [15]). In a one-shot
setting too few points means restarting the process, whereas too many points means
wasting time due to evaluating an expensive simulator more than required. Secondly,
the information provided by the intermediate simulator responses and constructed
models can be used to identify regions that are dicult to model. This allows the
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sampling distribution to be guided towards these regions.
2.1. Exploration and Exploitation. Any sequential design method faces the
trade-o between exploration and exploitation. Exploration involves exploring the
complete design space for key regions such as discontinuities, steep areas, optima and
stable regions that have not yet been identied. Usually exploration does not look
at system responses and focusses on lling the design space as evenly as possible.
Undersampling and oversampling no longer occurs when exploring the design space
sequentially. Examples of sequential exploration methods can be found in [6]. Ex-
ploitation on the other hand analyses simulator responses and/or constructed models
to sample regions that have been identied as interesting. One could sample near op-
tima or discontinuities to capture the complex behaviour, or sample in regions where
intermediate surrogate models make large errors. Examples of methods that involve
exploitation of the available experimental design information can be found in [9, 20].
These two concepts conict with each other: exploration aims to look away from
regions we already know and focus on unexplored areas, whereas exploitation does
the opposite and gathers more information about irregularities that have been spotted
previously. If a sequential design only focusses on exploitation, certain key regions
are potentially missed as the sequential design strategy is stuck sampling a region
that was identied previously. To reduce this risk we could specify a large initial
space-lling design, but this might result in oversampling the design space. Only
focussing on exploration disallows the sampling distribution to be modied towards
interesting regions as we end up with a sequential space-lling design. Finding a
balance between exploration and exploitation can be done in many dierent ways,
and can also be application dependent.
3. Exploitation using local approximations. Exploitation includes the re-
sponses from previous points to guide the sequential design process to interesting
regions in the design spaces. The denition of interesting regions depends entirely
on the context of the surrogate modeling process: for instance for optimization in-
teresting regions are those (possibly) containing optima. In the context of accurate
global surrogate modeling this means distributing a minimal amount of points to nd
a model which accurately represents the systems response over the entire design space.
Previously, the LOLA algorithm was introduced to guide the sampling process
towards regions in the domain that may be more dicult to approximate [8, 7]. Often,
systems have a very linear response in a large part of the design space, but have one or
more regions that behave very non-linear. Sampling more densely in these \dicult"
regions has proven to be a successful approach for global surrogate modeling. The
LOLA algorithm rst estimates the gradient in each point, which is the best local
linear approximation of the system response. This approximation is compared to the
true simulator responses for nearby points. To compute the gradient approximation
g in a point pr, a subset of Pr = P n pr is dened, known as the neighbourhood:
N(pr) = fpr1; : : : ;prv g  Pr. This set is used to solve the following least squares
problem:
(3.1)
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LOLA requires v  2d, so this system is never underdetermined. Using this gradient
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information to predict the values of other points in the neighbourhood, we can com-
pute the error between the linear approximation and the true simulator response at
these points:
(3.2) E(pr) =
vX
i=1
jf(pri)  (f(pr) + g:(pri   pr))j
The error E is referred to as the non-linearity score. The region surrounding pr is
non-linear if the error is large, as a linear prediction will be insucient to capture the
system response locally. Theoretically, LOLA chooses new points in locations near
points with high non-linearity scores. In practice however, LOLA is combined with a
Voronoi exploration based component (see Section 5.1).
3.1. How to determine the neighbourhood. A key issue in LOLA is how to
determine the neighbourhood N(pr) of a point pr, which is referred to as the reference
point. Determining this set is essentially a multi-objective optimization problem which
optimizes two criteria:
1. Cohesion: A neighbour should be as close to the reference point as possible,
as we are constructing a local approximation.
2. Adhesion: The neighbours should be as far away from each other as possible,
in order to cover the space surrounding the reference point.
Clearly, it is impossible to maximize both. If the neighbours are very close to the
reference point (high cohesion), they are close to each other as well (high adhesion).
Points further away can have better adhesion, but can result in a bad local approxima-
tion. Unfortunately, there is no known general solution to place an arbitrary number
of points in an ideal conguration on a (hyper)sphere [5].
The original LOLA algorithm [7] solves this optimization problem by comparing
a neighbourhood with an optimal conguration known as the cross-polytope. This
conguration always has 2d points (which explains the constraint of v  2d). This
conguration is intuitive: for one-dimensional problems this means one neighbour on
each side of the reference point, for two dimensions this is a square, etc. For each
pr, all possible sets of v points are constructed and compared to the cross-polytope.
The set which resembles the cross-polytope is chosen as N(pr). When new points are
available, each point in the neighbourhood is removed and replaced by a new point.
If this results in a better conguration, then the neighbourhood is updated. This
solution is very elegant and leads to quasi-optimal congurations in terms of cohesion
and adhesion. Because in a cross-polytope conguration the vectors pri pr, i = 1:::v
are orthogonal and the method generates neighbourhoods resembling a cross-polytope,
this results in a well conditioned system for Equation 3.1.
However, the downside of this approach is its complexity: O
 
22dNNnew

(Nnew
represents the amount of new samples the algorithm proposes for evaluation). Two
optimizations to the algorithm were proposed, aecting mostly the N and Nnew com-
ponent. The \too far" heuristic excludes certain points from addition to the neigh-
bourhood as they are mathematically unable to improve the neighbourhood. This
makes the algorithm very powerful and usable for low-dimensional problems. Issues
appear however when using LOLA to build global surrogate models for problems of
higher dimensionality. As d becomes larger the neighbourhood size increases, which
causes each new point to result in many new candidate neighbourhoods that need to
be evaluated. Additionally, due to the curse of dimensionality more points will be
required to obtain sucient information to construct an accurate surrogate model.
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Problems of four dimensions and higher will spend a very long time on determining
where to choose new samples when using the LOLA algorithm for exploitation.
3.2. Novel approach to determine the neighbourhood. Surrogate model-
ing of high-dimensional systems can be computationally very demanding as a lot of
(expensive) data points are required to construct accurate models. The complexity
of many modeling types, such as Kriging and RBF models, scales badly with sample
size and design space dimensionality. Having a sequential sampling algorithm that
adds to the computational burden is undesirable. In this section a new approach to
determining N(pr) is introduced. This approach requires computing weights to in-
clude information about cohesion and adhesion. The weight computation is covered
in Section 4.
The original neighbourhood selection procedure [7] is selective: no matter how
many points surround the reference point, a xed amount of neighbours (v) is se-
lected which means that, in some cases, valuable information is neglected. The new
algorithm therefore includes all points within a certain range  of the reference point:
(3.3) N(pr) = fp j p 2 Pr; jjp  prjj <  g
We assume that each parameter was scaled to compatible ranges, and an appropri-
ate distance metric is used. In Section 5.2, a brief discussion on distances in high-
dimensional spaces is given. The regulatory  parameter in Equation 3.3 controls
the part of the input space that is included in the gradient estimation. It denes the
notion \local" for pr. It can be proportional to the average distance between points,
or it can be time controlled. In this paper the following heuristic was used:
(3.4)  =
2
K
KX
j=1
jjnj   prjj
with nj the j-th nearest neighbour of p in the input space. The heuristic represents
twice the average distance to the K nearest neighbours. The parameter K is chosen
in function of dimensionality, for all experiments in this paper it was chosen to be 4d.
When a point is very isolated,  will be large to include sucient points in
the gradient estimation to avoid an underdetermined system. In a dense region, a
smaller alpha will only include points that are suciently close to obtain an accurate
gradient. If points that are distant would be included, they could smooth out the
gradient in case of small non-linearities. Unfortunately, in case of a very isolated
point Equation 3.4 still can result in jN(pr)j < d, which turns Equation 3.1 into an
underdetermined system. In this situation,  is raised to jjnd   prjj to include the d
nearest neighbours.
Note how this denition of N(pr) no longer select points based on adhesion and
cohesion as dened above, however we still require to include this information into
our gradient estimation. This issue is covered by assigning weights to each neighbour.
In the next section we come up with a strategy to assign the weights.
As we are no longer chasing the cross-polytope, we risk instability when solving
Equation 3.1. However, due to nature of experimental design, points will still be
spread out over the design space as much as possible, leading to a surrounding cong-
uration. Because of this property most of the vectors pri pr, i = 1:::v have dierent
directions, which results in a well-conditioned matrix.
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4. Determining the neighbour weights. Attaching proper weights to each
neighbour of pr and solving Equation 3.1 as a weighted least square problem reintro-
duces the concept of cohesion and adhesion. The weights reect how much inuence
each point in N(pr) has in the gradient estimation. Points with high cohesion and
low adhesion are preferred and are assigned high weights, while low cohesion and/or
high adhesion result in low weights.
First, we mathematically dene cohesion and adhesion 8p 2 N(pr):
(4.1) C(pr;p) = jjp  prjj
(4.2) A(pr;p) = minq2Pr
jjq   pjj
High cohesion means points are very close, which corresponds to lower values for C,
compared to other points in N(pr). On the other hand, low adhesion corresponds
to large values for A. For simplicity, C(pr) and A(pr) are vectors which represent
cohesion and adhesion values for all neighbours of pr. In Section 4.2 a system based on
Fuzzy logic is dened to determine the neighbour weights. The concept of a Mamdani
Fuzzy Inference System is rst explained in the next section.
4.1. Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System. A Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
maps inputs to outputs, using fuzzy set theory. Common types include the Mamdani
and the Sugeno FIS. In this section we briey explain the concept of the rst type.
Fuzzy sets and concepts were introduced as a way to represent data imprecisely.
An example is the weight of a person: we can express the weight numerically using a
number with a unit, but we can also treat a persons weight as a linguistic variable with
linguistic values. Someone can be skinny, normal, or heavy. Typical for these type
of statements is the lack of clear boundaries: when is someone no longer skinny but
normal? Usually there is a gray zone between the linguistic values. Mathematically
this is expressed by means of fuzzy sets. A crisp1 set A has a simple membership
function A : A ! f 0; 1 g: an element is either member or not. For a fuzzy set,
the membership function is less strict and takes the form of A : A ! [0; 1]. Usu-
ally a membership value of zero indicates complete non-membership, whereas one
represents complete membership. Values in between indicate intermediate degrees of
membership.
Built on the theory of fuzzy sets, a FIS consists of a fuzzier, an inference engine,
and a defuzzier. The fuzzier maps crisp inputs of linguistic variables to fuzzy set
memberships, using provided membership functions. These membership degrees are
fed into a rule-based inference engine, which processes rules of the form \if-then".
To process the rules, we need to be able to process operations such as AND and OR
within the rules. In fuzzy logic, these operations are known as fuzzy combinations.
Many possible operations have been proposed, in this paper the minimum t-norm and
maximum t-conorm are used.
The output of these rules (of which some might not be activated, depending on
the input) is combined (usually by applying a fuzzy OR) and defuzzied. A popu-
lar method for defuzzication is the centroid method. For more information about
Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Systems, the reader is referred to [21]. More information
on fuzzy logic and the t-(co)norms can be found in [13].
1A traditional set.
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Fig. 4.1. Figure (a) shows the output membership functions low, average and high for S. In
(b), the clipped functions for the example with input membership degrees of 0.5 in Chigh, 0.15 in
Alow and 0.45 in Ahigh are shown. The vertical line indicates the weight obtained by defuzzication
of the resulting output membership distribution by the centroid method.
4.2. Fuzzy-based neighbour weight assignment. Although we dened crisp
values for cohesion and adhesion with Equations 4.1 and Equation 4.2, it is clear that
handling these two quantities as linguistic variables is much more convenient. In fact,
reasoning with crisp values for cohesion and adhesion makes the problem complex.
In what follows, a Fuzzy Inference System S is proposed to assign weights to each
point in N(pr). The system has two input parameters: cohesion and adhesion, and
produces a weight as output.
For the cohesion input parameter, one fuzzy set referred to as \high" with mem-
bership function Chigh is dened:
Chigh : [0; ]! [0; 1]
x 7! 1
1 + exp ( cx)(4.3)
Points that have a small distance to the reference point pr have a high membership
degree (corresponding to high cohesion) of the fuzzy set, points that are far away do
not.
For adhesion, two fuzzy sets with membership functions Alow and Ahigh exist. :
Alow : [0; Amax]! [0; 1]
x 7! exp
 (x Amax)2
2(Amaxal)2

Ahigh : [0; Amax]! [0; 1]
x 7! exp
  x2
2(Amaxah)2

Amax is the maximum adhesion value for A(pr). c, al and ah are the hyperpa-
rameters of the membership functions. Larger values for the  values result in wider
Gaussian membership functions, which means higher membership values to the sets.
It is possible to dene a single adhesion membership function and dene the other as
the negation (as for the cohesion), but two membership functions allow more control
for the adhesion parameter.
For the output, 3 triangular membership functions are dened (low, average and high)
as shown in Figure 4.1a. The following rules complete the FIS denition:
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1. IF cohesion is high AND adhesion is low THEN weight is high
2. IF cohesion is high AND adhesion is high THEN weight is average
3. IF cohesion is NOT high AND adhesion is low THEN weight is average
4. IF cohesion is NOT high AND adhesion is high THEN weight is low
The system processes the cohesion and adhesion for each p 2 N(pr) and computes
the membership degree for the Fuzzy sets Chigh, Alow and Ahigh (this step is reered to
as fuzzication). Next, all rules are evaluated to assign a degree of membership to the
triangular output member functions. The output degree of membership corresponds
to the result of the evaluation of the rule expressions. For example, after fuzzication
a point has a membership degree of 0.5 in Chigh, 0.15 in Alow and 0.45 in Ahigh.
According to the rst rule, this point has a degree of membership of 0.15 in the fuzzy
set high 2. The output membership function is then clipped by the obtained degree of
membership (Y-axis in Figure 4.1). By applying a fuzzy OR over the obtained output
membership values, the nal output membership distribution is obtained (Figure 4.1b
shows the eect for the example). The centroid defuzzication method is then used
to convert the result into a crisp value for the weight (X-axis in Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.2 shows the response surface of S. Highly cohesive points with low
adhesion are preferred, as opposed to low cohesive points with high adhesion. It
is possible to use dierent membership functions (for example sigmoid instead of
Gaussian membership functions), or to dene more fuzzy sets both for inputs as well
as the output. Throughout the rest of this paper, we use the FIS dened above.
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Fig. 4.2. Example of the response surface of the Fuzzy Inference System S for  = 1, Amax =
1 c = 0:3, al = 0:27 and ah = 0:3. The cohesion and adhesion on the axes correspond to
Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, not the response of the membership functions.
An illustration of how weights are assigned by S is shown in Figure 4.3. The
ideal conguration of the points in two dimensions (the cross-polytope) is illustrated
in Figure 4.3a. Each point is assigned an equal weight, which is not surprising as
all cohesion and adhesion values are identical. Figure 4.3b shows a more complex
situation. Instead of one sample at ( 1; 0) we now have three points: two close to
2Due to the choice of minimum as t-norm and maximum as t-conorm. For more information on
norms and fuzzy logic, the reader is referred to [13]
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Fig. 4.3. Illustration of weight assigments with S using the same constants as Figure 4.2.
The cross indicates the reference point pr, the size of each neighbour the weight. (a) shows the
ideal (cross-polytope) conguration: all weights are equal. In (b), the left side has three points: the
weights have been distributed amongst them.
each other, and a third one somewhat further away. In this case, the weight is divided
amongst the two neighbouring points. If the weight of these points would be added,
they would roughly add up to the weights of the previous case, which means that
more points are contributing to the gradient estimation. The third point on the left
at ( 0:7; 0:6) is further away and provides information about a dierent direction.
Therefore it is assigned a higher weight, although it doesn't have the same impact
as the other standalone points. In fact, it has taken over some weight from the two
points at ( 1; 0) and the point at (0; 1).
5. New hybrid sequential design method. In Section 3 a previously intro-
duced exploitation method was discussed. A key complexity issue for high-dimensional
problems was identied and a new approach to construct the neighbourhoods was in-
troduced. Section 4 introduced a fuzzy-based mechanism to assign weights to each
neighbour, based on cohesion and adhesion. All these concepts are now brought
together into a new approach that can take the place of the LOLA algorithm in
LOLA-Voronoi.
5.1. Fuzzy Local Linear Approximation. The weights computed by S can
be used to solve Equation 3.1 as a Weighted Least Squares3 problem to estimate the
gradient. After obtaining g, we can compute the non-linearity score. An overview of
this new approach, known as Fuzzy Local Linear Approximation (FLOLA) is given in
Algorithm 1. Because the size of the system Equation 3.1 is not dependent on the
size of the set P, only the for loop contributes to the complexity of the algorithm:
this results in a complexity of O
 
N

which is a massive improvement compared to
LOLA. Furthermore, the for-loop allows parallel computation since each iteration is
independent. The biggest cost are many distance calculations to determine , A(pr)
and C(pr). This is solved by computing a distance matrix once prior to the for-
loop: this matrix contains all required information for computations inside the loop.
Distances matrices tend to occupy a lot of memory in case of many points, which is
unlikely for this algorithm in the context of surrogate modeling as each evaluation
3Note that the weights are computed for each point p separately. This essentially means we
turned the gradient estimation into a Moving Least Squares problem.
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Algorithm 1 Fuzzy LOLA (FLOLA): this exploitation algorithm computes a score
8p 2 P , indicating the non-linearity of the region surrounding p. New samples are
chosen in the neighbourhood of the Nnew highest ranked samples.
Require: P , F , c, al, ah, Nnew
initiate S (Section 4.2)
Calculate distance matrix for P
for all pr 2 P do
Compute  (Equation 3.4)
Initialize N(pr) (Equation 3.3)
Determine C(pr) and A(pr) (Equations 4.1, Equation 4.2)
Compute weights W by evaluating S
Estimate g (Equation 3.1), with respect to W
Calculate error on gradient estimation (Equation 3.2)
end for
Pick Nnew samples with highest non-linearity score
Pnew = new samples in the neighbourhood of these samples
P = P [ Pnew
is expensive. Due to the limited size of the set P , the size of the matrix is always
manageable.
5.2. Including an exploration metric. Similar to LOLA, the exploitation
based algorithm FLOLA can be complemented with a Voronoi approximation based
exploration component and form FLOLA-Voronoi. For each point pr, the non-
linearity score Efuzzy is complemented with a measure V indicating an approximation
of the relative Voronoi cell size of the reference point. For more information on ap-
proximating the size of a Voronoi cell, the reader is referred to [7]. The value of V is
in the range [0; 1] so Efuzzy is rst normalized and then added to V :
(5.1) Hfuzzy(pr) = V (pr) +
Efuzzy(pr)PN
i=1Efuzzy(pi)
For clarity, the pseudocode of FLOLA-Voronoi is shown in Algorithm 2. The
only dierence with LOLA-Voronoi is the algorithm used to calculate Efuzzy(pr).
The hybrid score H is then used to rank all currently available points according to
the non-linearity and the sample density of the surrounding region. The Nnew highest
ranked reference points are selected to assign new points in the next iteration. The
position of the point is determined by considering local space-llingness. Usually the
position maximizing the minimum distance from both the reference point as well as
its neighbours is chosen.
The combination of both criteria guarantees we do not get stuck in one region of
the design space and no large areas are left unexplored. However, the exploitation
score pushes the strategy to sample non-linear regions much denser when they are
discovered. When these regions are sampled dense enough, the FLOLA score will
be lower, and exploration will take over. This additional information on non-linear
regions helps the surrogate model to capture the non-linear behaviour accurately as
more information is provided on irregularities. In Equation 5.1, the exploration and
exploitation component contribute equally. It is possible to use a dierent balance,
or even change the balance dynamically as more samples become available. For more
information, please refer to [26].
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SettingNnew = 1 is optimal, as each sampling decision can be made with the latest
information at hand. This means that when a new non-linear region is discovered it
is exploited immediately. However, choosing to add more samples each iteration does
not lead to undesired clusters or a bad design, since only one additional point can be
placed in each Voronoi cell during one iteration. For high-dimensional problems this
is recommended as tting a surrogate model may be expensive.
Algorithm 2 FLOLA-Voronoi: hybrid sequential strategy. Combines an exploita-
tion and an exploration score (FLOLA and Voronoi respectively) and selects a new
candidate samples in the neighbourhood of the Nnew highest ranked samples.
Require: P , F , c, al, ah, Nnew
for all pr 2 P do
Calculate Efuzzy(pr) (Equation 3.2)
Calculate V (pr) (See [7])
Compute Hfuzzy(pr) (Equation 5.1)
end for
Sort P by Hfuzzy
for i = 1 to Nnew do
pnew  location near pi
Pnew  Pnew [ pnew
end for
5.3. Note on distances in high-dimensional spaces. Throughout the entire
paper, distance between vectors a; b 2 Rd was indicated as jja  bjj, without specify-
ing the distance metric. The most commonly used distance metric is the Euclidean
distance which is essentially a Minkowski distance (Equation 5.2) for p = 2.
(5.2) jja  bjjp =
 
dX
i=1
(jai   bij)p
!1=p
However, in high-dimensional spaces the Euclidean distance fails to provide a mean-
ingful notion to the concept of proximity. This is known as the concentration of
norms, and aects all Minkowski distances for p  1 [12]. As a solution, fractional
distances can be used. In fact this is a Minkovski distance with p 2 [0; 1]. This does
not solve the concentration eect but reduces the impact. During our experiments
fractional distances are used for the high-dimensional problems with p = 1d , to test if
they result in better designs. For problems of very high dimensionality p = 1blog(d)c+1
can be used to avoid very dicult d-th root computations (which is extremely slow).
6. Experimental setup. In previous studies [1, 10, 28, 23, 2, 11, 27] in several
research elds, LOLA-Voronoi has proven to be an excellent algorithm to building se-
quential designs. The sampling distribution is modied to focus on non-linear regions
at the expense of a small computational cost for low-dimensional problems. For high-
dimensional problems this cost quickly magnies, which can be countered by using
FLOLA-Voronoi. Throughout all experiments, the hyperparameters c, al and ah
of the membership functions of FLOLA are xed to 0:3, 0:27 and 0:3 respectively.
In this section, we will rst show by means of simple two-dimensional problems
that the new algorithm performs very similar to LOLA-Voronoi and has the same
desirable properties. Next, higher dimensional problems are modeled to illustrate
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the performance gain of the new algorithm. Next to FLOLA-Voronoi and LOLA-
Voronoi, four more sequential design strategies are tested: the rst is a solely Voronoi-
based sequential design which is a pure exploration based method. More recently, a
new algorithm known as Delaunay-Hybrid Adaptive Sequential Design (DHASD) was
proposed [3]. This method combines an exploitation and exploration metric based on
a Delaunay triangulation, and dynamically balances between the two. The balancing
strategy relies on several predened parameters to avoid clustering. These parameters
heavily inuence the performance of the sampling strategy but need to be chosen by
an expert or in function of the design space and the complexity of the problem at
hand. This is a disadvantage for practical applications where nothing is known in
advance. For our test cases, the parameters were chosen by trial-and-error.
An exploitation based Model Error (ME) strategy was included as well: this strat-
egy evaluates the best models of previous generations on a dense grid. The outputs
are compared and new samples are chosen in regions with largest dierences. Since
evaluating surrogate models is cheap, evaluating a dense grid is not computationally
demanding. Furthermore, this method requires the construction of the intermediate
surrogate models, which can have a considerable cost. All other methods do not re-
quire this, i.e. FLOLA-Voronoi only needs the simulator responses. To conclude, also
random sampling has been included in the experiments.
All problems start with a small initial design. Sequentially, samples are added
while intermediate models are constructed to evaluate the accuracy that can be ob-
tained with the current set of samples. This iterative process continues until a target
accuracy is of 0.05 is reached for the Root Relative Square Error (RRSE) on a dense
pre-evaluated validation set:
RRSE(x; ~x) =
vuutPNi=1 (xi   ~xi)2PN
i=1 (xi   x)2
xi represents the true simulator responses in all samples, ~xi the estimate by the
surrogate model, and x the mean. The model type for each problem was chosen based
on prior knowledge about the test cases. Often this information is not available, in
these cases automatic model type selection approaches can be used as described in
[4].
6.1. SUMO research platform. To perform the experiments, the SUrrogate
MOdeling (SUMO) MATLAB toolbox4 was used. Designed as a research platform for
sequential sampling and adaptive surrogate modeling featuring high extensibility, this
MATLAB toolbox makes it very easy to implement and compare this new sampling
approach to other sequential design methods using several model types.
The work-ow of the SUMO Toolbox is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Starting point is
an initial design, which is generally a sparse space-lling design such as Latin Hyper-
cubes or a fractional design. After evaluation of these points, the main modeling loop
is initiated. A set of surrogate models is built and scored using a set of measures (i.e.,
cross-validation, validation set, ...). Usually models have a set of hyperparameters
that can be tuned using optimization algorithms. Examples of hyperparameters are
the order of numerator and denominator for rational models, the network architecture
4The SUMO Toolbox R2014a, including an implementation of FLOLA-voronoi, can be down-
loaded from http://www.sumo.intec.ugent.be, allowing full reproduction of all experiments in this
article.
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Fig. 6.1. Flow-chart of the SUMO Toolbox work-ow
for Neural Networks, etc. During the hyperparameter optimization step, new models
are constructed until no further improvement can be made. If the target accuracy
(in terms of the measures) has not been reached yet, the sequential design routine is
called to select more points to be evaluated. When the system responses to these new
points are available, the toolbox starts a new modeling loop. For more information
on the architecture and the dierent components of the SUMO Toolbox, please refer
to [16].
6.2. Low-dimensional test cases. The goal of the low-dimensional experi-
ments is to illustrate the equivalence of LOLA and FLOLA. As our goal is to evaluate
the performance of sequential design strategies, a minimal initial design consisting
of a Latin hypercube of 10 points combined with a 2-level factorial design was used.
Each iteration, a single point is added to this set. For all test cases, each experi-
ment was repeated ten times to reduce noise by random factors in the SUMO toolbox
(for example randomization in the hyperparameter optimization process). A visual
representation of each test case is given in Figure 6.2.
6.2.1. Case 1: Peaks. The rst test case is a two-dimensional problem known
as Peaks. The surface is at, with a few Gaussian distributions in the center of the
domain. This function is very useful to illustrate the concept of (F)LOLA-Voronoi: as
a large part of the input domain is at, an increased focus on the non-linear region will
result in fewer samples required to reach the target accuracy. Kriging with Gaussian
correlation function was used as surrogate model type: due to the nature of this model
type it is very suitable to model the Gaussian distributions.
Three cases on dierent domains are considered: [ 3; 3]2, [ 5; 5]2 and [ 8; 8]2.
The rst case is zoomed in on the non-linear region. As the input range grows,
the quasi-at surface surrounding the non-linear central region grows, and (F)LOLA-
Voronoi is expected to be more ecient.
6.2.2. Case 2: Ackley function. Ackley's path, a function well known from
optimization is used as a second test case. For a d-dimensional problem, it is dened
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Table 6.1
Summary of the results for the two-dimensional test cases. Each problem was modeled with
dierent sampling strategies until a RRSE of 0.05 over a pre-evaluated validation set was reached.
Each experiment ran ten times to cancel out noise by random factors. The 95% condence intervals
are shown between brackets.
Peaks [ 3; 3] Peaks [ 5; 5] Peaks [ 8; 8] Ackley LNA
FLOLA-Voronoi 71 (67, 73) 99 (93, 105) 145 (140, 149) 259 (244, 273) 63 (58, 68)
LOLA-Voronoi 65 (61, 68) 97 (87, 105) 147 (142, 153) 262 (244, 278) 62 (56, 69)
DHASD 79 (75, 83) 115 (106, 123) 192 (179, 205) 352 (326, 379) 88 (79, 97)
Voronoi 96 (93, 98) 229 (219, 238) 643 (589, 698) 243 (233, 251) 103 (95, 112)
Model Error 104 (98, 110) 281 (253, 308) 851 (768, 934) 262 (250, 273) 118 (105, 132)
Random 105 (94, 116) 270 (240, 300) 1042 (842, 1242) 430 (400, 458) 165 (136, 194)
as:
F (x) =  20 exp
0@ 0:2
vuut1
d
dX
i=1
x2i
1A  exp 1
d
dX
i=1
cos(2xi)
!
+ 20 + e
with xi 2 [ 2; 2]. The function is modeled in two dimensions with Radial Basis
Functions (RBF).
6.2.3. Case 3: Low-noise amplier. This test case consists of a real world
problem from electronics. A Low-noise amplier (LNA), which is a simple RF circuit,
is the typical rst stage of a receiver, providing the gain to suppress noise of subse-
quent stages. The performance of an LNA can be determined by means of computer
simulations where the underlying physical behaviour is taken into account. For this
experiment we chose to model the input noise-current
q
i2in, in function of two (nor-
malized) parameters: the inductance Lsn and the MOSFET width Wn. The relation
to the real parameters is dened as:
W = 100  10 6  10Wn m
Ls = 0:1  10 9  10Lsn H
The input domain of this test case is smooth with a steep ridge for Wn = 0. A full
description of the LNA problem can be found in [17]. The chosen model type for this
problem is articial neural networks, trained with Levenberg-Marquard backpropa-
gation with Bayesian regularization (300 epochs). The network topology and initial
weights are optimized by a genetic algorithm.
6.2.4. Results. Results of the low-dimensional test cases are shown in Table 6.1.
For the Peaks test cases, the results conrm the expectation: FLOLA- and LOLA-
Voronoi clearly perform better compared to the other methods in all three cases. As
the quasi-at region surrounding the non-linear central region grows, the advantage
over the other method increases. This observation is conrmed by the LNA test case:
the steep ridge is sampled much more densely by both methods, which leads to a
satisfying model with 40% less samples than required for the next best method.
Only the Ackley test case behaves somewhat dierently: FLOLA- and LOLA-
Voronoi and Model Error result in very comparable results, but the pure exploration
method (Voronoi) performs slightly better for this test case. This is not unexpected:
the Ackley function is non-linear over the entire interval. There is no benet of
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Fig. 6.2. Illustrations of the low-dimensional test cases
balancing between exploration and exploitation as the sample density should be more
or less the same. The exploitation scores do not provide an advantage and sometimes
inuence the strategy to pick a sample which is not in the largest Voronoi cell. The
negative impact of the exploitation score for this test case is quite limited, and can be
further reduced by improving the selection of the new candidate in the highest ranked
cell.
DHASD is a recent approach, and was presented as alternative for LOLA-Voronoi
with the ability to generate better designs. In our study the method performs quite
average. Possibly, better results can be obtained by adjusting the parameters of the
method to result in better balancing between exploration and exploitation: since
there is no automatic way to do this it is a serious disadvantage of the method,
especially when nothing is known about the system in advance. Another possible cause
for the performance of DHASD could be related to the combination with dierent
surrogate model types: the method has only been tested in combination with Kriging
[3]. However, the Peaks problem was modeled with Kriging and DHASD requires
more samples.
Although the FLOLA algorithm is less complex and lifts the strict constraints
on neighbourhoods of the LOLA algorithm, the low-dimensional experiments indicate
the capability of the new algorithm to produce comparable results in terms of number
of samples required to reach a predened target accuracy.
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6.3. High-dimensional test cases. To illustrate the speed of the new algo-
rithm, two high-dimensional test cases are considered. Global surrogate modeling of
high-dimensional problems is not easy, due to the curse of dimensionality. Adding
samples one by one and reconstructing the models would be a very lengthy process.
To avoid this, samples are added in batches. After each modeling iteration, the sample
selection strategy is run once, and a batch of new candidates is selected for evalu-
ation (Nnew > 1). Many model types are not able to reach a very strict accuracy
for high-dimensional problems: at some point their accuracy will not improve much,
and the exact location of the samples does not have a big impact. Futhermore, due
to the maximum walltime for jobs on the UGent HPC infrastructure, each run was
given a time limit of 72 hours which may be too short for some strategies to obtain
the target accuracy (RRSE of 0.05). To obtain a better comparison between the
sequential design strategies, the amount of samples required for a RRSE of 0.1 is
included as well. To evaluate the performance, the running time of the the LOLA,
FLOLA and Voronoi components are recorded separately each time the respective
algorithm is run. The DHASD method was excluded from the high-dimensional test
cases. Delaunay triangulation of high-dimensional datasets with many points is an
infeasible lengthy process. Additionally, guring out the parameters of DHASD by
trial-and-error is dicult. Because the input spaces are high-dimensional, the exper-
iments with FLOLA-Voronoi were performed with both Euclidean (l2) and fractional
(l1=d) distance to study the impact of the distance metrics. The LOLA-Voronoi al-
gorithm was not modied to use fractional distances, as many optimizations of the
LOLA algorithm rely on the use of Euclidean distance. As for the low-dimensional
test-cases, each experiment was repeated ten times to reduce noise by random factors
in the SUMO toolbox.
6.3.1. Case 1: Hartmann 6D. As a rst test case, a six-dimensional Hart-
mann function was chosen. The function is not very complex so it can be modeled in
reasonable time, but it does feature some areas that are more dicult to model. As
initial design, 400 points were generated using a Monte Carlo approach as described
in [6]. The sample selection batch size was set to 50 samples. As model type, Least-
Squares SVMs [29] were chosen as they have a xed number of 2 parameters: one
kernel parameter and the amount of noise. These parameters were optimized with
the DIRECT algorithm [19].
6.3.2. Case 2: Styblinski-Tang 8D. The Styblinski-Tang function is a test
function from optimization. In d dimensions, it is dened as
f(x) =
Pd
i=1 x
4
i   16x2i + 5xi
2
for  5  xi  5. The central region is quite at, but towards the bounds of the
interval the function is suddenly steep. It is expected usage of (F)LOLA-Voronoi will
be advantageous as the bounds will be sampled denser. A 2-level factorial design com-
plemented with a Latin hypercube of 244 points generated by the TPLHD algorithm
[30] was used as initial design. Each iteration 50 samples are added by the sequential
design strategy. The chosen model type was again Least-Squares SVMs optimized
with the DIRECT algorithm.
6.3.3. Results. The number of samples required to reach the target accuracy
is shown in Table 6.3b. For the Hartmann test case, FLOLA- and LOLA-Voronoi
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Table 6.2
Summary of the required sample size to reach two dierent target accuracies for high-
dimensional test cases. Each experiment ran ten times to cancel out noise by random factors.
The 95% condence intervals are shown between brackets. In (b), some runs did not nish due to
a time constraint of 72 hours. In those cases, the amount of selected samples is shown and the
average accuracy at that point.
Hartmann 6D Styblinski-Tang 8D
FLOLA-Voronoi (l2) 1530 (1479, 1582) 3340 (3307, 3374)
FLOLA-Voronoi (l1=d) 1881 (1827, 1935) 3359 (3285, 3433)
LOLA-Voronoi 1520 (1469, 1572) 4255 (4084, 4426)
Voronoi (l2) 2265 (2217, 2313) 3525 (3476, 3573)
Model error 2241 (2106, 2376) 7255 (6917, 7593)
Random 2266 (2185, 2347) 4155 (4046, 4264)
(a) RRSE of 0.1 on Validation Set
Hartmann 6D Styblinski-Tang 8D
FLOLA-Voronoi (l2) 3200 (3134, 3268) 6899 (6744, 7054)
FLOLA-Voronoi (l1=d) 3676 (3591, 3761) > 5500(RRSE  0:08)
LOLA-Voronoi 3296 (3234, 3358) > 6900(RRSE  0:07)
Voronoi (l2) 4606 (4506, 4706) 7750 (7632, 7868)
Model error 5311 (4318, 6304) > 10000(RRSE  0:07)
Random 4951 (4818, 5084) > 10000(RRSE  0:06)
(b) RRSE of 0.05 on Validation Set
clearly outperform the other methods. This conrms that the results of the low-
dimensional experiments hold for higher dimensional problems. Surprisingly, Model
Error sampling performs worse than random sampling for this test case. Figure 6.3a
indicates the average runtime for each of the LOLA, FLOLA and Voronoi compo-
nents over the 10 runs for both distance metrics, in function of the evaluated samples
available before the sampling iteration. For Euclidean distance, the new algorithm
is a lot faster compared to LOLA. When selecting new samples with 3000 evaluated
samples, computing the scores with LOLA takes 15 minutes, compared to only a few
seconds with FLOLA. This is also reected in the total runtime of the experiment: on
average, a run with FLOLA-Voronoi takes 3 hours to complete, compared to 13 hours
with LOLA-Voronoi! When using fractional distances, computing distance matrices
becomes a lot more expensive because of the n-th root. The impact on FLOLA is
limited, but the performance of the Voronoi approximation is heavily aected when
using fractional distances and becomes very slow.
For the eight-dimensional Styblinski-Tang function not a single run with LOLA-
Voronoi, Model Error or random sampling managed to reach the strict target accuracy
(RRSE = 0.05) within the time constraint. Runs with LOLA-Voronoi were ended after
72 hours with approximately 6900 samples selected, a large part of the time was spent
on sample selection. The average accuracy of runs with LOLA-Voronoi at this point
was 0.07. Model Error managed to select up to 10000 points. Unfortunately, this was
not sucient to reach the target accuracy. FLOLA-Voronoi with fractional distances
also failed to reach the target accuracy, mainly due to the poor performance of the
Voronoi component with fractional distances. Only (Euclidean) Voronoi sampling and
FLOLA-Voronoi managed to reach the target accuracy in time, the latter using 10
percent less samples.
FLOLA-Voronoi with Euclidean distance is the most ecient method to reach
the target accuracy for both problems. It is a lot faster compared to LOLA-Voronoi,
and requires less samples compared to all other methods. The usage of fractional
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Fig. 6.3. Runtime of LOLA, FLOLA and Voronoi for the high-dimensional test cases. For
the Styblinski-Tang function, the experiments of FLOLA-Voronoi with fractional distances were
interrupted because the time limit was reached.
distance slows the algorithm down and does not seem to provide a benet. However,
the fractional distance does seem to have a slight impact when modeling the eight-
dimensional test case. Figure 6.4 shows the evolution of the RRSE as more samples
are added each iteration. Clearly, FLOLA-Voronoi with fractional distance brings
down the error faster, which means initially the space is covered better. However,
when 1800 samples have been selected, the version based on Euclidean distance has
caught up and both methods have similar errors. At this point, the input space has
been saturated up to a level which prevents fractional distances from being better
at covering the input space. This eect is likely to be more present for problems of
higher dimensionality: in this case the usage of FLOLA-Voronoi with fractional dis-
tances may be appropriate to obtain a qualitative model faster when samples are very
expensive and the additional runtime of the algorithm is not an issue. Furthermore,
the computation of the fractional distance matrix can benet greatly from GPU com-
putation. An implementation in CUDA [22] runs approximately 5x faster than the
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Fig. 6.4. Comparison of FLOLA-Voronoi with Euclidean and fractional distance at the begin-
ning of the modeling process of the Styblinski-Tang 8D function, for all ten runs (whiskers indicate
the standard deviation). Clearly, the fractional distance is able to bring down the error of the model
faster, but the version with Euclidean distance catches up at around 1800 samples.
optimized CPU implementations used for these experiments.
7. Conclusion. The LOLA-Voronoi method has proven in the past to outper-
form other sequential design methods for several model types and problems. It does
not require intermediate models to make sampling decisions and has been applied to
multiple real-world test cases from dierent problem domains by users of the SUMO
Toolbox in several studies [1, 10, 28, 23, 2, 11, 27]. The performance of this method
comes at the cost of computational complexity, which grows rapidly as the dimen-
sionality of the problem increases.
This paper presents a novel approach which replaces the computationally complex
LOLA algorithm with a Fuzzy variant: FLOLA. Experiments show similar results
indicating the new approach has the benets of the original algorithm, but as it has
a complexity of O
 
N

the overall time to build a global surrogate model of a high-
dimensional problem reduces dramatically. Recent developments such as adaptive
balancing of both components [26] are also applicable to this new algorithm.
Currently, new candidate points (samples) are chosen in the design space near the
highest ranked samples, based on the maximin distance to existing samples. Better
options to improve this local space-llingness will be investigated in further work. The
reduced complexity allows the construction of global surrogate models of problems
with higher dimensionality. In this study, the use of the fractional distances did not
oer a lot of advantages. Only in an eight-dimensional problem, a slight advantage
in the beginning of the modeling process was noticed. A more thorough study of the
impact of high-dimensional spaces on aspects of the surrogate modeling process based
on Euclidean distance (model types and measures) is subject of further research.
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